Abstract The hippocampus is needed for at least one kind of trace classical conditioning, the air-puff eyeblink paradigm. A simple model of region CA3 predicts three basic, quantitative observations of the learning behavior of rabbits. One particular quantified prediction is the learnable trace interval. The boundary region of the reliably learnable trace interval represents a phase transition. Within this transition, three behaviorally distinguishable modes are expressed: failure to blink; blink too soon; and occasionally, appropriate predictive blinking. In the region of the phase transition, there is a small sub-interval where the behavioral modes fluctuate rapidly from trial to trial for individual simulations. Such observed fluctuations are an experimental prediction by the model. The discussion also includes a brief conjecture concerning the underlying cause of the phase transition and the fluctuations.
Introduction
The hippocampus plays a critical role in storing episodic memories (Scoville and Milner 1957) . Somewhat unexpectedly, it also plays the same role in the acquisition and storage of the trace interval in at least one form of trace classical conditioning (TCC) (Solomon et al. 1986 ). Moreover, for both forms of memory storage, there is the identical observation: normal hippocampal function is needed for learning and initial storage but eventually the hippocampus is no longer required; i.e., long-term storage can be demonstrated after late, but not after early, hippocampal removal (Kim et al. 1995) .
For this reason and because this century-old paradigm is so cognitively different from other paradigms used to characterize hippocampal function, e.g., the water maze (Morris 1984) , transitive inference (TI) (Dusek and Eichenbaum 1997) , and transverse patterning (TP) (Alvarado and Rudy 1995) , we insist that a proper model of hippocampal function must also reproduce the trace conditioning dependency.
A particularly well-documented form of trace conditioning was developed by Gormezano et al. (1983) and used by Solomon et al. (1986) . The paradigm consists of two non-overlapping stimuli with a specified amount of stimulus-free time between them (see Fig. 1 , top panel). Successful learning is defined as the timely delivery of a blink just prior to the onset of an unconditioned stimulus (US). The US follows at a specified time after the offset of a conditioned stimulus (CS). The stimulus-free time between the CS offset and the US onset is called the trace interval. This temporal separation, the ''trace interval'', is perhaps the most direct embodiment of our hippocampal theory. The paradigm requires the subject to predict the US onset based on the CS, and as such, this paradigm falls directly into the class of problems suited to our computational theory of the hippocampus (Levy 1989 (Levy , 1990 (Levy , 1996 as a multi-sensory, sequence encoding and predicting system. That is, the dentate gyrus (DG) and CA3 work together as both a random recoder and a sequence learner/sequence predictor while CA1, the subiculum, and deep layers of entorhinal cortex (EC) map the CA3-discovered associations back into neocortical/forebrain-based memory. Figure 1 schematically depicts trace conditioning and its representation in the simulated CA3.
Here we explore the dynamics of the learned cellfiring modes as a function of trace interval with a computational model of the hippocampus. Our goal is to make predictions in a domain that exceeds intuitive, psychological conceptualizations. Specifically, simulations of the model predict phase transition-like behaviors just beyond the edge of the reliably learnable trace interval. This cell-firing phase transition implies a behavioral phase transition for the learned blink response.
Methods-simulating the hippocampus CA3 region
The model
The hippocampal complex and its related structures are involved in encoding sequences of cortical patterns (for references, see Levy 1989 Levy , 1994 . At the heart of this recoding (Levy 1989 ) is the combination of a CA3 region with sparse, recurrent connections and a temporally asymmetric, associative synaptic modification rule (Levy and Steward 1983) . These microscopic properties lead to the major function of the CA3 region: contextdependent sequence learning (Levy 1989 (Levy , 1996 .
The model balances biological accuracy and simplicity. Neurons are simple McCulloch-Pitts devices with binary output of one or zero on each computational cycle (see Eq. 2). Postsynaptic summation and axonal impulse transmission occur in one computational cycle. Connections between primary (pyramidal) neurons are excitatory, sparse and random (10% connectivity). No self-connections exist in the simulations presented, although when self-connections that are both random and sparse exist, the results are unchanged. The input layer merges the EC and DG inputs into a single input class, as if convergence of excitation occurs between these two anatomically distinct afferent systems. In particular, activation of an input, x j (t) = 1, is guaranteed to fire its unique post- Fig. 1 Top Panel: A schematic representation of the trace classical conditioning paradigm. For any training trial, a conditioned stimulus (CS) is first presented for a short, but perceptually significant time. At the offset of the CS, a time period elapses (the Trace Interval), and then via another sensory modality, the unconditioned stimulus (US) is activated for a brief period of time. In order to escape or ameliorate the US (an air puff in Solomon et al. 1986 ), the hippocampus must provide a prediction of the US slightly before the onset of the US. Bottom Panel: The trace paradigm is reproduced in the simulation by external forced firing of particular neurons. Neurons 1-80 are turned on as the neural representation of the CS while neurons 81-160 are turned on to represent the US. Recurrent connectivity in the simulated network is random, so activation of sequential neurons is equivalent to a choice of two random but non-overlapping sets of neurons. Time, including the longevity of the CS, of the US and of the trace interval, is parameterized relative to the representation of a 100 ms off-rate time constant from the NMDA receptor (see a in ''Methods''). Simulations presented here have 20 ms resolution Fig. 2 A schematic representation of our hippocampal model. Excitatory neurons are recurrently connected with excitatory synapses (filled circles). Each neuron receives an external input (filled squares), which forces the cell to fire. Two inhibitory neurons help to maintain neural activity. Inhibitory neurons with external synapses are not force fired; instead the external synapses are summed and output is proportional to this sum. The interneuron input is divisive (see Eq. 1), so inhibitory synapses (unfilled circles) appear on the cell body of the excitatory neurons synaptic target, z j (t) = 1. Figure 2 illustrates the model schematically.
In the absence of external excitation, the internal excitation of a neuron, y j (t), is given by Eq. 1
The sum P n i=1 z i (t-1)c ij w ij (t-1) represents the synaptic excitation for neuron j at time t. The term w ij represents the weight value from neuron i to neuron j, and all synapses were initially set to 0.5. The zero-one binary variable c ij makes explicit the presence or absence of a connection to neuron i from neuron j. Thus, a weight that is initially zero is always zero.
Activity within the simulation is approximately controlled with divisive inhibition, as seen in the denominator of the y j (t) equation. Actual activity is chaotic and only approximately controlled (Smith et al. 2000) . The values for K ff , K fb and K 0 are set such that random input to a simulation produces activity near the desired activity with oscillations that approximate the minimum obtainable. The constants K fb and K ff scale the influence of the feedback and feedforward inhibitory neurons, respectively. The feedforward interneuron contribution to the denominator of y j (t) is
, where x j (t) represents the forced firings injected from the input layer. The feedback interneuron contribution to the denominator of y j (t) is K fb P n i=1 w iI (t-1)z i (t-1). The positive weight value applied to the input from an excitatory neuron i to the interneuron I is indicated with w iI (details in Sullivan and Levy 2003) . The variable z j (t-1) is the firing state of neuron i on the last time step.
Neuronal output, z j , is calculated with the following equation:
where h is a constant threshold value. Throughout this paper, neurons that output a '1' are referred to as ''active neurons'' or neurons that ''fired'' and variations on those two terms. Desired activity is specified as a percentage of active neurons per simulation time step. In order to maintain control of activity as the weights, w ij , change, the pyramidal-interneuron synaptic weights, w iI , on the feedback interneuron are adjusted according to the following rule:
where k is the modification rate constant for pyramidal-interneuron synapses and a is the desired fractional activity. Feedforward pyramidal-interneuron synapses are not adjusted. Excitatory neuron synapses, W ij , are adjusted according to a biologically inspired post-synaptic associative modification rule with potentiation and depression (Levy and Steward 1979) and time staggering between pre-and post-synaptic activity (Levy and Steward 1983) .
In order to make simulations more biological, and to produce more behaviorally meaningful predictions that have temporal relevance at the level of behavior, the trace interval spans several simulation time steps (Levy and Sederburg 1997; Rodriguez and Levy 2001) . To produce temporal relevance, the model includes a time-dependent NMDA receptor (NMDA-R) off-rate time constant (August and Levy 1999; Levy and Sederberg 1997; Wu and Levy 2005) and assumes that the glutamate-like priming of this receptor decays exponentially (Rodriguez and Levy 2001) . Because the NMDA-R off-rate time constant is approximately equal to the duration of the CS (100 ms) in the behavioral experiment, real time can be mapped into the simulation. Specifically, in the simulation, five computational cycles correspond to the CS duration and thus five successive time steps must produce an e-fold decay of the NMDA-R, thereby mapping one computational cycle to 20 ms of real time. The longevity of the CS, US, and the trace interval are thus set relative to each other and these behaviorally relevant events must relate to the NMDA-R off-rate constant (a, see Table 1 ). In sum, behavioral predictions based on the model gain temporal relevance (e.g. the model has been used to predict the effect of CS longevity, see Wu and Levy 2005) . NMDA-R glutamate priming is represented by z i (t), and it is calculated with the following equation:
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The pyramidal-pyramidal synaptic modification rule takes the form:
i is the input neuron, j is the output neuron, and l is the synaptic modification rate constant. The variables in the equations are set to the values listed in Table 1 . These microscopic variables express their relevance and importance through mesoscopic variables (see e.g. August and Levy 1999; Smith et al. 2000) such as average activity. Many variables of the model have been systematically investigated in Levy et al. (2005) , and the results of this earlier study shaped the values used in the work presented here. Based on the findings of the above studies, each neuron in the simulated network is randomly and fractionally connected. The synaptic modification rule is also critical (Minai and Levy 1993) .
Randomization
There are two forms of randomization present in these simulations:
1. the connectivity between neurons 2. the initial activity vector prior to the first time step of each trial Based on the randomizations, three types of comparisons appear in the results section:
1. different connectivities, fixed sequence of initial activity vectors 2. fixed random connectivity, different sequences of initial activity vectors 3. fixed connectivity, fixed sequence of initial activity vectors, different trace intervals
Each simulation of the model uses a pseudo-randomly generated connectivity matrix with fixed fan-in. At the beginning of each simulated training trial, a random, binary-valued vector representing the state of neuronal activity prior to the first simulation time step is generated. These are the only two sources of randomness in the simulations described here. Results for simulations discussed here only differ in randomness across one of these dimensions, not both simultaneously.
Training and testing
A training trial is composed of a sequence of inputs as visually depicted in Fig. 1 . Time in the simulation is scaled relative to the NMDA receptor off-rate constant, a. The duration of the CS was 100 ms and the duration of the US was 160 ms (as in Rodriguez and Levy 2001; McEchron and Disterhoft 1997) . First, neurons 1-80 are externally activated for five time steps to represent the CS. Then, a period without external activation represents the trace interval. Finally, neurons 81-160 are activated for eight time steps to represent the US. Figure 1 illustrates the paradigm and its representation in the simulation. Sequential neurons are activated as a convenience for analysis of learned encoding and US prediction. The random connectivity of the matrix negates any possible learning advantage the simulation could realize from activation of sequential neurons. During training, synaptic modification occurs for pyramidal-pyramidal synapses and pyramidal-interneuron synapses (Eqs. 3 and 5).
A test trial presents only the CS (no external US activation) and the synaptic modification rules (Eqs. 3 and 5) are deactivated. Trace intervals from 200-1400 ms (inclusive) were examined because hippocampally lesioned rabbits can learn trace intervals as brief as 300 ms (Moyer et al. 1990 ) and it is known that learning performance in the model is poor from 0-200 ms (Rodriguez and Levy 2001; Levy et al. 2005 ). The trace interval was increased in increments of 20 ms.
Behavioral decoding
It is important to recall that the hippocampus does not directly receive sensory input, nor does it directly drive a conditioned response. Consistent with these facts, the explicit hypothesis (e.g. Levy 1989 Levy , 1990 Levy , 1996 is that the hippocampus produces a prediction of US onset which is based on the CS and its offset. In order for such a prediction to be useful for the organism, the US prediction must precede the US onset so that a timely response can be delivered (defined by Solomon et al. 1986 ). For a simulation attempting a learnable interval, neurons that receive the US input become active shortly before the presentation of the US itself after a sufficient number training trials. For our present purposes, successful prediction is defined as at least 30% of US neurons active on at least one simulation cycle in the 60-200 ms of simulation time of time before the US onset. An early blink in animals is defined as at least 30% of US neurons active on at least one time step 200 ms prior to the US onset for simulations. We call this mode ''predict too soon''. When US neuron activity for both these periods is below 30% for every simulation time step, we consider this equivalent to the animal not blinking before US onset. It is called a ''failure to predict''. Actual activity and timing of activity for US neurons is fairly continuous, so the strict criteria introduce some arbitrariness into the behavioral evaluation.
Visualization
Raster diagrams (Figs. 4, 7) visualize the activity of individual neurons across a single trial. Each point represents the output of one neuron on one time step and active neurons are displayed with heavy points. Neuron index is plotted on the y-axis and simulation time step is plotted on the x-axis. The raster diagrams in this paper display three distinctly different groups of neurons. Neurons 1-80 receive the CS and are activated by external forced firing during testing and training. Neurons 81-160 receive the US and are activated by external forced firing during training alone. Neurons 81-160 are particularly interesting to us because these are the neurons which will provide the prediction. Neurons 161-8000 are activated through recurrent connections alone, and they are responsible for forming the code that bridges the trace interval ). This enormous number of neurons receives a special visualization technique (see Levy et al. 2005) to facilitate interpretation of their activity. First, we reorder these neurons based on the time step for which each one is first active. Neurons that do not fire at all appear at the end of the list. That is, the earlier a neuron fires in simulation time, the smaller its reordered index number. From this reordering, we sample 80 representative neurons and plot these as neurons 161-240 on the raster diagram. This means that the reordered neurons represent a scaled down snapshot of the entire simulation. For example, the proportion of neurons which never become active are accurately represented by the proportion of neurons which do not fire in the reordered sample. To compare firing pattern growth across trials, we select a single trial as the basis for reordering across all trials (as in Fig. 7) . Diagrams in Fig. 4 have been reordered on the trial depicted, while diagrams in Fig. 7 have been reordered on trial 188.
The US neurons (81-160) are analyzed for prediction of the US on the assumption that neurons receiving the US will become active in time to predict the US onset for other brain regions. A pair of small vertical lines on the raster diagrams indicates each criterion time. Timing criteria were set arbitrarily. The leftmost pair indicates the earliest acceptable successful prediction (200 ms before US onset). The middle pair indicate the failure boundary for prediction (60 ms before US onset)-activation on or after this time point is too late for successful avoidance of the US. The rightmost pair indicate the US onset.
Contour diagrams (Fig. 6 ) illustrate average US neuronal activity as a function of trace interval (y-axis) and simulation time step within a trial (x-axis). The US onset is fixed on the x-axis, to facilitate easy interpretation of simulation behavior. US onset is marked with a vertical line. The leftmost diagonal line represents CS onset. CS offset is indicated by the diagonal line to the right. Each row is the average activity of the US neurons for 10 different simulations.
Average US neuron activity diagrams (Figs. 3, show the average US neuron activity of one particular simulation across trials and within- 
Results
Learning implies a change in the input and output behavior of a system as a function of experience. In the case here, the quantitative experience is the number of paired CS-US training trials. After enough training, rabbits suddenly and accurately, begin to predict the US onset (McEchron and Disterhoft 1997). Rodriguez and Levy (2001) noted that simulations reproduce the abruptness of the training-induced behavioral change; a representative simulation rapidly transitions from failing to predict US onset to robust and timely prediction of this onset. Moreover, a prior investigation of CS and US longevity noted a phase transition-like behavior in predictive mode dependent on trace-interval length ). The hippocampal model also reproduces the two behavioral failure modes, and the learnable versus unlearnable trace intervals , Fig. 5 ). Detailed simulations show that a single metaphor explains the abruptness of the training-induced behavioral change-an appropriate US prediction only arises when a bridging sequence of reliable neuron firing connects the CS coding neurons to the US coding neurons. This bridge of connected subsets of neurons creates a sequence through state space. The abruptness in learning occurs because the bridge is built gradually from both ends, a span at a time. Until the last span is in place, no US prediction will occur-i.e. no traffic flows across the bridge. An example of the abrupt onset of CS-induced US firing is illustrated in Fig. 3 , via test trial firing data collected after each training trial. For 95 trials, no US neurons are CS activated. Then over the next three to five trials, >30% if the US neurons start firing.
Here we are interested in documenting the effect of the trace interval on this learning-based phase transition. Specifically, we illustrate another kind of phase transition fully dependent on the first phase transition, or from another viewpoint, a parameter that provides two more types of learned phase transitions. As the trace interval lengthens, two new outcomes appear, only one of which might be stable in the face of extensive training. Such phases were seen in Levy et al. (2005) and in Rodriguez and Levy (2001) but not studied in any detail. In the region of trace intervals that first yield these new phases, there is noticeable instability. To develop this result, we begin with Fig. 4 , which illustrates three prototypical, learned cell-firing modes.
Three learned behavior modes
The behavioral modes are defined by the firing of US neurons (see ''Methods'' for details). The leftmost panel of Fig. 4 illustrates successful prediction; specifically a majority of the US neurons become active at an appropriate time before US onset and a few US neurons are active too soon. The example in Fig. 4 barely meets the success criterion because several neurons activate long before US onset. However, not enough neurons activate to trigger a criterion response.
The second panel in Fig. 4 illustrates the failure-topredict mode. In this example, no US neurons are active, and as a result, the simulation does not produce any prediction of the US onset. Despite the fact that no US neurons fire, a sequence of recurrent neuron firing forms a bridge across the trace interval.
The third firing mode, premature US onset prediction or predict-too-soon, is illustrated in the rightmost panel of Fig. 4 . More than 30% of the US neurons become active before the earliest acceptable prediction time. Such a response is analogous to the short-latency, non-adaptive response from a rabbit reported by Solomon et al. (1986) .
The phase transition in learned behavior
Trace interval influences the US prediction modes that result from training. Figure 5 illustrates how the US prediction modes change as a function of trace interval. Ten different networks were trained for each trace length. The successful prediction phase begins at 200 ms and extends to 640 ms. For this range, almost all simulations (>95%) produce successful US prediction. Trace intervals longer than 640 ms initiate a region of phase transition in US prediction. Depending on connectivity alone, simulations for trace intervals of 660 ms, 680 ms and 720 ms each produce the three different behavior modes at the conclusion of training trial 200. Beyond 720 ms, few simulations can produce a timely prediction. The failure-to-predict mode dominates from 720 ms until around 960 ms. Then, as trace interval duration exceeds 960 ms, simulations express the predict-too-soon mode with steadily increasing frequency. For trace intervals of 1200 ms and longer, the behavioral mode is almost always predict-too-soon (>95%). There is a precipitous decline in successful prediction for trace intervals 640-720 ms. The simulations cannot reliably predict US onset for intervals longer than 720 ms. Both failure modes, predict-too-soon and failure-topredict, coexist at the onset of the decline (660 ms) until about 1200 ms. Starting at 960 ms, the predict-too-soon failure mode becomes increasingly prominent. The ten simulated networks in this figure differ in terms of connectivity, but they are trained with identical sequences of initial states. See ''Methods'' for performance criteria. The data was collected from a test trial after 200 training trials. No simulations were performed for trace intervals less than 200 ms (see methods), and therefore no data is presented for trace intervals less than 200 ms.
The phase transition in average US neural activity
The phase transition controlled by trace interval is evident even without the criteria used in Figs. 4 and 5, and average cell firing also indicates that distinct phases exist. Figure 6 displays the average US neuron activity after 200 training trials for 10 simulations per trace interval-the same simulations used for Fig. 5 .
The large majority (>90%) of US neurons fire appropriately for successful prediction for trace intervals from 200 ms to 640 ms. This range delineates the first phase. Most US neurons (>90%) trained for this range do not begin firing until between 200 ms to 60 ms before US onset. After robust firing (>90% of US neurons) begins, it persists until the end of the test trial. Interestingly, US neurons predict a little earlier, relative to US onset, as the trace interval increases, but the earliest US firing does not change as fast as trace interval itself is lengthened.
Beyond a 640 ms trace interval, average US neuron firing is significantly different. Most neurons are no longer vigorously active. The rise in unsuccessful prediction seen in Fig. 5 is based in this decrease in active neurons. For trace intervals beyond 940 ms, US neurons begin firing soon after CS onset. For intervals longer than 1100 ms, around half of the US neurons are active on every time step.
Exchanging the source of randomness, i.e., leaving connectivity constant and randomizing the sequence of initial-activity vectors across simulations, produces similar results. The simulations learn to successfully predict (>95%) for trace intervals between 200 ms and 560 ms. Comparing the categorized behavioral phase diagrams reveals that the phase transition is not as dramatic. For trace intervals between 580 ms and 800 ms, the number of successful predictions progressively fall to zero. All three behavior modes appear for several different intervals in this range depending on the sequence of initial states alone. Simulations do not successfully predict trace intervals longer than 800 ms. As in Fig. 5 , the predict-too-soon mode dominates for extra long trace intervals. Average US neuron activity is qualitatively indistinguishable from Fig. 6 .
Instability of individual simulations
Evaluation of simulation behavior has thus far focused on a single trial of ten different simulations, but this focus obscures the dynamics of learned US-neuron firing across trials. That is, US-neuron firing on a single trial of a single simulation does not necessarily reflect US-neuron firing on other, nearby trials. In fact the stability, or instability, of learned US-neuron firing is directly related to the phases described in Figs. 5 and 6. In addition, several other measures reflect the stability (or instability) of learned US firing and therefore, of the implied behavioral response. This section focuses on the representative cell firing patterns from a single connectivity and illuminates some of the detailed dynamics of individual simulations.
For trace intervals 200-640 ms just as noted earlier, during approximately the first hundred or so training trials, very few US neurons fire (the failure-to-predict mode). Suddenly, with just a few more training trials, the rapid phase transition in learning occurs and most US neurons (>90%) begin to fire and produce a timely prediction of US onset. After this behavioral phase transition, US neuron firing is remarkably stable through 650 total training trials (see Fig. 8 , bottom row, for an example). Neuron firing in the whole simulation is also stable from one trial to the next (Fig. 8 , top row, for an example). Simulations also quickly approach a stable value of (1) total firing (average activity for a trial), (2) asymptotic average weight Fig . 6 From the perspective of average US neuron activity, the phase transition in US-onset prediction occurs from trace intervals of 640 ms to 780 ms. Average fractional US neuron activity is plotted here as a function of time within a simulation (x-axis) and trace interval duration (y-axis). Three major regions of US activation are apparent from the diagram. For trace intervals of 200-640 ms, the US neurons become vigorously active shortly before US onset and during the US itself. Predicttoo-soon activity, indicated by US firing that can extend back to the CS, is striking at the longest trace intervals (>840 ms). Intermediate trace lengths (640 ms-840 ms) are somewhat ambiguous because the average activity data contains a mixture of firing modes, just as seen in the phase diagram (Fig. 5) . The sequence of random initial states were identical for each simulation. The US neuron firing data were averaged across 10 different network connectivities on test trial 200 and are identical to the data analyzed for Fig. 4 . The two diagonal lines mark CS onset (leftmost) and offset (rightmost), while the vertical line marks US onset values, and (3) asymptotic low numbers of neurons that never fire during a training trial (see Fig. 9 for an example). Long, unlearnable trace intervals (those exceeding 1200 ms) also demonstrate stability. Average activity is well controlled, and simulation-wide firing for adjacent training trials are very similar. The simulations very consistently predict too soon and predictive firing begins during the CS. Simulations for these extra long trace intervals demonstrate learning patterns similar to simulations for the 200-640 ms range. For approximately the first 120 training trials, US neurons do not fire (fail to predict). Suddenly, prediction starts to occur and predictive firing occurs on nearly every subsequent training trial. Other measures of simulation stability produce trends and values comparable to those for learnable intervals.
Simulations learning trace intervals between 700 ms and 1200 ms are characterized by instability. The predictions produced by US neuron firing vary from trial to trial. Fluctuations and instability are most dramatic and most prevalent immediately after successful prediction begins to decline. For even longer trace intervals, those approaching 1200 ms, simulations gradually become more stable as trace intervals increase. Figure 7 shows how volatile US neuron firing is across trials, even after a significant amount of training. After 185 training trials, the simulation produces a predict-too-soon response. After 187 trials, it produces successful prediction. On the subsequent trial, 188, it does not provide the smallest prediction of US onset nor any significant activity during the US itself as a completion of the bridging sequence.
Simulation instability rises sharply when the majority of simulations stop successfully predicting US onset. Therefore, instability is also indicative of the phase transition induced by increasing trace interval. Figure 8 shows the learned behavior of one network connectivity trained with one set of initial states on three different trace intervals, 660 ms, 680 ms and 700 ms. As trace interval is increased, each simulation takes longer to reach a stable trial-to-next-trial, cosine comparison (see the left hand column of Fig. 8 ). In terms of predicting US onset, the 660 ms simulation Fig. 7 The US prediction is unstable for trace intervals between 700-1200 ms. In this example from a trace interval of 720 ms, one simulation produces all three learned behavioral modes within four sequential trials. In the left raster diagram (trial 185), sufficient numbers of US neurons fire too early, triggering the early prediction criterion. In the middle raster diagram (trial 187), strong prediction of this US begins within the appropriate interval preceding the US onset. In the right raster diagram (trial 188), the system fails to predict the US except for one lone neuron, which becomes active far too early. Vertical hash marks define the criterion response regions (see ''Methods'' for details). Neurons from 161-240 for each diagram are reordered based on trial 188 and sampled to be representative of the 7840 neurons that do not directly receive the external input (see ''Methods'' for details) succeeds around 200 trials and maintains this success; the longer 680 ms interval takes about twice the number of trials to reach a stable and successful prediction of US onset; finally, the 700 ms interval is too long for the simulation to learn to correctly predict the onset-even after 650 training trials.
The instability of the simulation is evident in other measures besides cosine similarity of neuron firing and average US neuron activity. Average activity, average weight value, and fraction of non-firing neurons all reflect the instability too. Figure 9 depicts some of these measures using the same simulations as Fig. 8 . Fig. 8 Neuron firing pattern stability and US neuron prediction are relatively stable for 660 ms and 680 ms, but fluctuate significantly when the trace interval is 700 ms. In the top row, the trace interval is 660 ms; a trace interval of 680 ms is in the center row; and the bottom row illustrates a trace interval of 700 ms. The left column shows the similarity of firing patterns between the current trial and the previous trial. The simulation quickly achieves stable firing patterns for the 660 ms trace interval, but it produces shifting and, sometimes, dramatically different firing patterns from trial to trial for a trace interval of 700 ms. The right column illustrates the simulation's prediction via the average activity of the US neurons. Average fractional US neuron activity is plotted across simulation time (x-axis) and number of training trials (y-axis). For 660 ms, the average firing pattern is relatively stable and produces good predictions after 100-200 training trials. At 680 ms, the simulation produces good prediction after several hundred trials while being less stable throughout most earlier training trials. The simulation trained on the 700 ms trace interval is apparently unstable for at least five hundred trials. Its US neurons shift their firing times repeatedly. From a behavioral perspective, it alternates between two distinct modes-predict-too-soon and failure to predict. In the right column, the leftmost line indicates the earliest acceptable prediction, the middle line indicates the first time that is too late for successful prediction and the rightmost line indicates US onset
Discussion
Trace intervals around 720±40 ms produce the most interesting result. At these trace intervals, there will be a rapid fluctuation of behavioral modes because of the trial-to-trial fluctuation of the US-firing patterns. Of interest, these results can be predictions for rabbit eyeblink trace conditioning experiments. Such experimental predictions are encouraged by the earlier quantitative experimental predictions or data fitting; specifically, the model does fit the learnable interval, training trials to learning, and the abruptness of the onset of the learned blink (Levy and Sederberg 1997; Rodriguez and Levy 2001) . The results obtained here imply that a single rabbit trained on a trace interval of approximately 720 ms will, after about 150 training trials, unpredictably jump between blinking too soon and failing to blink at all. The rabbit may rarely produce a temporally appropriate blink, blocking the US. However, given the simplicity of the model (McCulloch-Pitts neurons), crude time resolution (20 ms), small number of neurons (8,000 in simulation vs. 250,000 in a rat CA3), and the non-biological input (no fluctuations), we must circumscribe the in vivo behaviors and electrophysiology that can be anticipated based on the results presented here.
Recall our interpretation of hippocampal function (Levy 1989) : the dentate gyrus-CA3 system recodes neocortical inputs in a manner suitable for making predictions. Thus, the hippocampal output must properly anticipate the US-onset, and based on projections back to neocortex and into the midline striatal system, other brain regions have the option to act on this prediction. The hippocampal prediction for the trace eye-blink paradigm is the US-onset because appropriate anticipation of this onset is what a decision region Fig. 9 Selected mesoscopic variables are relatively stable at 660 ms, but fluctuate rapidly when the trace interval is 700 ms. The left column of figures depicts the average fractional activity (solid line) of each training trial. Desired activity is plotted with a dashed line. Fractional activity, one of the simplest measures of simulation dynamics, reflects the instability associated with lengthening the trace interval beyond what can be successfully learned. The right column of figures depicts data summarizing the synaptic weight values. The dashed line indicates the average, non-zero synaptic weight, and the solid line indicates the fraction of total weights which are zero. For a trace interval of 660 ms, the average nonzero weight value is almost twice that of the value for 700 ms. Likewise, the fraction of zero weights rises to a stable level for the 660 ms interval, while it climbs three times as high without as much stability for the 700 ms trace interval needs to avoid the unpleasant US. Thus, our interest centers on the within-trial onset of US firing although we can only guess at the delay involved when another brain region uses the CA3-generated US-onset prediction. Thus, there is an arbitrariness to the criterion of the appropriate time and activity level for learned US cell firing to predict US onset.
Further assessment of the model's implication for behavioral or electrophysiological experiments is helped by understanding why the model here has its demonstrated properties. From our viewpoint, nothing of this interpretation disqualifies the fluctuation prediction.
First a conjecture mentioned elsewhere : The learnable trace interval is limited by the density of randomly discoverable neuron-firing sequences. For trace intervals of 200 ms-640 ms, there must be many sequences in recurrent neuron state space that can be entered by CS neuron-firing and that can also be terminated by US neuron-firing. However, as the trace interval extends beyond this range, suitable neuron firing sequences (called codes) become rarer and rarer. One reason they become rarer is that a neuron cannot be used in two noncontiguous portions of the sequence, and as trace length increases, the simulation runs out of neurons to recruit for bridging sequence segments. Another reason seems to be a weakening of the available sequential codes. Weakening refers to the net, total connection strength from a set of firing neurons at one time step into the set of firing neurons a time step hence. Evidence for the weaker codes at longer intervals is seen in the right column of Fig. 9 .
Based on the mode fluctuations, the sequential recurrent codes are apparently competing with an attractor dominated by firing US neurons. Thus, any weakening of sequential recurrent codes allows the end-of-sequence US neuron-firing to invade earlier timesteps by virtue of a backward coding cascade. In part this competition occurs and is modulated by the tendency for backward cascading.
The backward cascade, also referred to as ''predictive recall'', was predicted in Levy (1989 , e.g., see Fig. 14A, 1990 and Levy et al. (1995 see Fig. 6 ) and first published with simulation results in Prepscius and Levy (1994) . Blum and Abbott (1996) described it for an animal interacting with a changing input (taking short cuts). Levy and Sederberg (1997) were the first to document the backward cascade in the TCC paradigm and Levy et al. (2005) performed detailed analysis (see Fig. 4 ).
Although the US neurons can backward cascade, they occupy a unique position: they are activated at the end of every training trial, and thus will always be a moderately stable attractor due to potentiation between US neurons and depotentiation of most other inputs. The depotentiation apparently leads to relative stability for intervals in the 200 ms-640 ms range, where US neurons do not tend to backward cascade too far.
Long trace intervals apparently facilitate backward cascade of US neurons, possibly due to the weakness of the associatively-created sequence of recurrent neurons. Because neurons cannot fire in two distinct segments of a bridging sequence without destroying the bridge, long sequences tend to be weak because they have a greater tendency to try to reuse neurons via associative LTP and concomitant LTD of inactive inputs.
The strength of the weights for shorter, learnable trace intervals indicate that shorter trace intervals do not attempt to incorporate neurons in two distinct parts so often as longer sequences. This critical detail helps to explain the stability, and perhaps the predictive success, by the vast majority of simulations learning short to moderate length trace intervals.
On the other hand, the strength of the US attractor remains relatively constant across trace intervals in terms of synaptic weights to neurons of the attractor. Moreover, because all neurons can be randomly activated at any time point and because US neurons are activated on every training trial, there is also a high potential for weak associative synaptic strengthening from every neuron with connections into the US attractor system of neurons. Thus, we have an idea why shorter intervals are successfully learned and more stable, but longer intervals eventually produce a US collapse, and finally, why in between intervals are associated with fluctuating modes. That is, the weak associations of early-firing neurons into the USattractor are eventually stronger than the progressively weaker recurrent sequence of neuron firings.
In sum, the work here builds from ideas about learning phase transitions found in motor systems (Kelso 1995) and discovers, in the model, other variables affecting phase transition-like behavior. These discoveries, through simulations, go beyond the published experimental observations and predict outcomes of novel experimental parameterizations and measurements. Specifically, the relatively abrupt, learningbased phase transition of the trace eye-blink paradigm will produce a region of phase instability over a particular, small range of trace intervals.
